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Abstract: The persistent challenge of adhesion in Fused Filament Fabrication (FFF) technology is
deeply rooted in the mechanical and chemical properties of utilized materials, necessitating the
exploration of potential resolutions. This involves adjustments targeting the interplay of printing
parameters, the mechanical fortification of print beds, and the integration of more adhesive materials,
resonating across user levels, from enthusiasts to complex industrial configurations. An in-depth
investigation is outlined in this paper, detailing the plan for a systematically designed device. En-
gineered for FFF device installation, the device facilitates the detachment of printed models, while
precisely recording the detachment process, capturing the maximum force, and its progression over
time. The primary objective is fabricating a comprehensive measurement apparatus, created for
adhesion assessment. The device is adaptable across diverse FFF machines and print bed typologies,
conforming to pre-defined conditions, with key features including compactness, facile manipulability,
and capacity for recurrent measurements. This pursuit involves evaluating adhesion levels in prints
made from diverse materials on varying print bed compositions, aiming to establish a comprehen-
sive database. This repository facilitates judicious material and bed type selection, emphasizing
maximal compatibility. Emphasis is placed on operating within a thermally stable context, a pivotal
prerequisite for consistent and reproducible results.

Keywords: print quality; device design; adhesion testing; 3D printing; FFF

1. Introduction

According to current statistics, FFF technology is continuously expanding. New de-
sign solutions for devices are emerging, making them faster, more precise, and capable of
producing models of various sizes. Considering all these innovations, there is an evident
demand for new, alternative, or composite types of materials for these devices. However,
there is a considerable research gap in this area. Several companies, or filament producers
for FFF devices, follow established procedures for filament creation but offer limited infor-
mation on its use in collaboration with FFF devices. Users often encounter basic information
regarding process parameters, filament diameter deviation, and type designation correlated
with the material predominantly represented in the filament. However, this information of-
ten proves insufficient for experienced users or industrial production. A relatively common
occurrence is model wrapping from print beds due to unsuitable materials or other types of
deformations. As an example, the currently known Polypropylene (PP)-based filament is
challenging to process using FFF technology in its pure form. Internal stress within layers
or susceptibility to deformation during uneven cooling complicates filament production.
The result is the utilization of additives to improve the filament extrusion process, which
naturally alters adhesive and mechanical properties and consequently affects the visual
appearance of the filament or the resulting model.
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The publication is thus focused precisely on addressing this shortfall and deals with
the design and gradual verification of a device intended for testing the adhesive properties
of materials to various types of print beds or their coating materials. Concerning this
design, several problematic areas can be identified, including:

• The necessity to create a universal device that is adaptable or usable across a wide
range of FFF device constructions. As depicted in Figure 1 [1], various FFF device
constructions, in this case, Cartesian types, exhibit diversity. Therefore, the device
should be usable across as many of these variations as possible.

• The design of the measurement apparatus must be small and compact, while also
being sufficiently robust to handle materials with superior adhesive properties [2].

• The execution of the adhesion test must be smooth and repeatable. Manual execution
of the measurement is not feasible in this case. Due to the test’s location and nature, it
requires Computer Numerical Control (CNC).

• The selection of suitable types of printing materials and print bed materials appropriate
for verifying the functionality of the device.
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Figure 1 informatively describes different types of Cartesian FFF devices, outlining
their fundamental differences, which include:

• Figure 1a shows an FFF device with the movement of the toolhead along the X and Y
axes and the print bed along the Z axis. The benefit of this design is the reduction of
the influence of acceleration forces on the printed model placed on the print bed.

• Figure 1b shows an FFF device with the movement of the toolhead along the X and Z
axes and the print bed along the Y axis. Due to its rigid and simple construction, it has
become widely used as one of the most common types of FFF printers at present.

• Figure 1c shows an FFF device with the movement of the toolhead along the X and Z
axes and the print bed along the Y axis. This construction requires rigid components,
whereby a weight is applied to the X axis mountings.

• Figure 1d,e shows an FFF device with the movement of the toolhead along with
movement of the toolhead along the X, Y, and Z axes. Within these devices, the
position of the print bed remains fixed throughout the printing process.
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• Figure 1f shows an FFF device with the movement of the toolhead along the X and Y
axes and the print bed along the Z axis. As opposed to the device shown in Figure 1a,
the printing bed is driven by two stepper motors which increase the stability of the
printing bed.

• Figure 1g shows an FFF device with the movement of the toolhead along the X axis
and the print bed along the Y and Z axis. These devices use a simple design resulting
in relatively lower production costs.

All these types of 3D printer solutions are the subject of extensive research conducted
by the authoring team, aiming to create a database known as Correlating Print Materials
and Print Bed Materials. Such a database, once established, would significantly streamline
the utilization of various material types, effectively reduce failure rates, and comprehen-
sively enhance FFF manufacturing as a whole. To this end, the publication presents a
methodical procedure for the design and subsequent implementation of a device intended
for measuring adhesion on various types of print beds [3]. The device’s design is planned
to be adaptable for use across a wide array of FFF constructions.

2. Literature Review

Given the topicality of the addressed issue, the following chapter describes ongoing
or already conducted research. This research delineates various approaches concerning the
adhesive properties of print beds and materials for FFF manufacturing. It is imperative to
highlight the relevance of the research topic in the introduction. Malengier et al. studied
the adhesion of the initial layers of printed models produced using FFF technology on
a textile substrate [4]. To assess this adhesion, they introduced three testing methods:
perpendicular tensile testing, shear testing, and peel testing, applied to six different textile
substrates. For printing, Polylactic Acid (PLA) filament was selected, and the objects were
fabricated on a textile base affixed to the printer bed. The study’s contribution lies in
identifying that the most suitable method for testing the adhesion of the initial model layer
is the perpendicular tensile test, presenting a lower risk of tearing the textile substrate.
Nazan et al. presented research on warping deformations of printed models using FFF
technology [5]. Laser scanning was utilized for deformation measurements and comparison
against the nominal model. Epoxy adhesive was applied to the print bed to enhance the
adhesion of the initial layer. It was observed that, when using PLA material, deformations
have a reduced impact on the manufactured model. They underscored the necessity of
using a heated bed, particularly when printing ABS material, emphasizing the importance
of proper printing conditions for the initial layer’s adhesion and its influence on overall
deformations and detachment of the resulting print. However, despite measuring model
deformations with a laser scanner, the study did not directly investigate the adhesion of
the initial layer.

Spoerk et al. focused on improving the adhesion of the initial layer in 3D-printed
models produced by FFF technology [6]. They investigated the influence of different print
bed temperatures when printing PLA and Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS) materials
using multiple print bed types. It was discovered that print bed temperature significantly
affects the initial layer’s adhesion, with higher temperatures enhancing adhesion. They
recommend utilizing a print bed heated slightly above the glass temperature of the filament.
Additionally, they proposed a custom-designed shear-off force testing device for assessing
the initial layer’s adhesion. This device tested the shear-off force acting on the printed
model in a parallel direction to the printed layers but did not study the adhesive properties
of the initial layer perpendicular to the print bed. Płaczek examined the adhesive properties
of 3D-printed models using FFF technology on a print bed with the application of tapes [7].
For measuring the adhesive forces of the initial layer on the bed, an experimental device was
proposed, focusing on force measurements perpendicular to the print bed. The contribution
of the study lies in the design proposal of an experimental testing device and the validation
of its functionality.
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Snapp et al. studied the adhesive forces of printed models and the influence of print
bed temperature with borosilicate glass and polyamide surface materials [8]. They designed
a testing device to measure these adhesive forces. Within this device, measurements were
conducted parallel to the printed layers, highlighting the potential use of applying and
measuring force magnitude on the manufactured part, unlike pulling the part from the
print bed. Brancewicz-Steinmetz et al. conducted research on the adhesive properties
during printing between PLA and Thermoplastic Polyurethane (TPU) materials [9]. The
focus of this research was on testing the influence of process parameters on the mutual
adhesion of these materials, utilizing shear tests for measuring these forces. It was found
that inadequately chosen process parameters affect layer adhesion, potentially causing
unsuccessful printing. Thumsorn et al. investigated the impact of process parameters
and additives when using composite materials on layer adhesion in FFF printed mod-
els [10]. They analyzed layer adhesion morphologically, thermal properties, and dynamic
mechanical properties. The research highlighted the possibility of reducing layer adhesion
due to larger void areas between raster and printed layers when utilizing composite PLA
compared to pure PLA material.

Laumann et al. examined the initial layer adhesion in Fused Filament Fabrication
(FFF) printed models and aimed to reduce warping effects due to thermal shrinkage [11].
They proposed an experimental testing device combining FFF technology and a tensile
testing machine, designed to test the adhesion of the initial print layer immediately after
completing printing. The device applied force perpendicular to the print bed for model
detachment. The contribution lies in the expanded documentation of the device’s design
and measurement method. However, while the device operates as an independent FFF
technology, offering advantages and disadvantages, it cannot be used for testing the
adhesion of the initial layer on existing FFF and FDM technologies. Kujawa studied
the adhesion of initial layer parts printed using FFF technology, highlighting insufficient
research in this domain, the absence of a standardized method for measuring part adhesion
to the print bed, and its crucial role in employing FFF technology [12]. For the device
design to measure adhesion forces, the existing RapCraft 1.4 FFF technology was utilized,
integrating the measuring device onto it. This approach combined a tensile testing machine
with FFF technology, enabling the measurement of adhesive forces upon detachment under
real conditions. However, proper installation of the tensile testing machine onto FFF
technology is necessary, and its use with other FFF, particularly FDM technologies, depends
on the design of these technologies, making its installation often challenging.

This overview of the current state of research in the field of adhesion of initial material
layers to print beds confirms the research gap in this area. The efforts of authorial collectives
to compensate for insufficient information in this domain underscores the timeliness of the
subject matter.

3. Materials and Methods

Considering the ongoing research and the requirements for the measuring device
outlined in the previous chapters, it becomes apparent that, in the case of the apparatus in-
tended for adhesion tests, a certain form of compatibility with FFF devices is necessary. The
materials used in the construction of the adhesion testing device and the specifications of
the model tested for adhesion are pivotal components in evaluating the adhesion properties
of 3D-printed objects on various substrate materials [13]. This section provides a detailed
description of the materials used in the construction of the testing device and emphasizes
the specifications of the polyethylene terephthalate glycol (PETG) material model used
for adhesion testing. It constitutes a relatively straightforward concept consisting of few
fundamental parts. The first part comprises a compact frame made of aluminum profiles of
20 × 20 and 20 × 40 mm dimensions. This frame serves as the supporting section of the
entire device, directly placed onto the print bed of the FFF device. The construction of this
frame includes:
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• Aluminum profiles of specific lengths, 20 × 20 and 20 × 40 mm: an aluminum
frame measuring 20 × 40 mm served as the foundational frame for the testing device,
ensuring structural stability.

• 3D printed parts: specially designed components essential for ensuring the functional-
ity and stability of the testing device, as well as the placement of other components,
were manufactured using ABS material in the 3D printing process.

• Fastening materials: a range of screws and nuts were employed for securely fastening
and assembling various parts of the testing device, ensuring strength and stability
during evaluation.

Given the compactness of the entire measuring system and the endeavor to position
it on the print beds of FFF devices, it is evident that there is no room in the design for
dimensionally large measuring devices. For this reason, the EMS20-5kN sensor (EMSYST
spol. s r.o., Trenčín, Slovak) was selected [14]. This sensor, in collaboration with the DAQ
device and EMS Center v1.0 software, enables the measurement, transformation, and
recording of the tensile force over time. The measurement section of the proposed device
thus consists of:

• Force sensor (Emsyst EMS20-5kN): the experiment utilized the Emsyst EMS20-
5kN force sensor, visible in Figure 2, along with its parameters, which were piv-
otal for quantifying adhesive forces between the 3D printed model and various
substrate materials.

• Data Acquisition System (DAQ) (Emsyst EMS650, EMSYST spol. s r.o., Trenčín,
Slovak): the data acquisition system, Emsyst EMS650 (Figure 2), was integrated with
the force sensor to ensure the collection and recording of adhesion-related data during
evaluation using the corresponding EMS Center v1.0 software.
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The Prusa Mk3s+ was selected as the testing FFF device, and four types of materials
were placed on its print beds. This device is equipped with a direct extrusion head,
enabling more precise material dosing, and features a wide range of 3D print beds with
recommended manufacturer settings. The only adjusted parameter was the temperature
of the printing bed. It had to be corrected for better adhesion of the model to its
surface. Models designed for the optimization of the printing process were not subjected
to measurements due to their frequent deformations. The result of the optimization
of the printing process for the chosen material-produced parameters is presented in
Table 1. Subsequently, these parameters were employed in the production of all samples
designated for testing purposes.

Among other components, such as threaded rods and guiding nuts, an indispensable
part of the device, or the diagnostic system, is the test model [15]. PETG was chosen as the
material for this model, which is one of the most commonly used materials in the realm of
FFF technology, whose adhesion to print beds has been a perennial subject of discussion.
The model utilized for adhesion testing was specifically designed to evaluate adhesive
properties across various substrate materials.

• Characteristics of the PETG model: the PETG model was designed with a specific geo-
metric form that allowed for easy fixation within the jaws of the measuring instrument.
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Its form was selected to evaluate adhesion properties under controlled conditions,
ensuring consistent and replicable testing scenarios.

• Geometric design for adhesion testing: the PETG model’s design encompassed specific
features intended to evaluate adhesion properties under various conditions, enabling
controlled and systematic investigation of the bonding force between the model and
diverse print bed materials.

Table 1. Description of the chosen parameters for the production of samples.

Printing temperature 255 ◦C

Print bed temperature N/A

Printing material PETG; 1.75 mm

Nozzle diameter 0.40 mm

Layer cooling Off-for all layers

Print speed 50 mm/s

Number of outline perimeters 3

Number of top and bottom layers 2

Infill 100%

Infill pattern Grid

Layer height 0.23 mm

As depicted in Figure 3 [16], two materials were considered for the execution of
the test model, which could be deemed the most commonly used or widely recognized.
However, the material PLA was excluded from this process, characterized as the “most
straightforward” in terms of its utilization within FFF technology and the printing process
itself. As highlighted in Table 2, discrepancies in bed temperatures, melting temperatures,
and other properties essentially disqualified PLA from this process. PLA is a material
widely acknowledged for often not requiring the heating of the print bed in many instances.
With appropriate initialization layer settings, its adhesive properties are deemed sufficient
for nearly any commonly used uncontaminated surface.
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Table 2. Comparison of properties between PLA and PETG materials from a user perspective.

PLA Characteristics PETG Characteristics

Extruder temperature: 190–220 ◦C Extruder temperature 230–250 ◦C
No particular resistance Water/fatigue/chemically resistant

Made from renewable resources Oil-based polymer
Bed temperature: 45–60 ◦C Bed temperature: 75–90 ◦C

Based on the preceding selection of materials and components for the measuring
apparatus, its utility, and integration within FFF setups allow for the following observations:
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• The device’s frame will be compact and adaptable to build plates of various types
of equipment.

• The construction of the frame must possess adequate stability and rigidity while
enabling the placement of all necessary components of the measuring system.

• The motion or detachment of the model from the print bed must be uniform and mon-
itored throughout the entire process. The apparatus must include a drive mechanism
and means for transforming its movement.

• The model for testing adhesive properties must be compatible with the designed
apparatus.

• The same sample and the same FFF equipment must be used for each experimental
measurement.

• The test model must be consistently positioned at the center of the print bed to ensure
the correct alignment of the measuring device and the model.

• Measurements are conducted by the same individual under stable laboratory conditions.
• Models used for optimizing the printing process for a new type of print bed are not

included in the measurements.

Several designs of the measuring device were created based on these requirements.
The following chapter introduces one of the suitable prototypes, thoroughly describing its
operational principles, and highlighting the obtained results and issues.

4. Results

As depicted in Figure 4, the prototype of the measuring apparatus appears relatively
straightforward in design. The basic dimensions of the proposed and testing device are
200 × 300 × 160 mm, with a maximum vertical (z-axis) travel of 50 mm. As previously
mentioned, it comprises a compact frame housing all requisite components [17]. The
device features a supporting section (1), wherein all the necessary measuring elements
are positioned. At its uppermost part resides the stepper motor, specifically a Nema 23
(2) delivering a torque of 1.23 Nm, as discernible from the illustration. The rotational
motion of the motor is transmitted via gears (3) onto trapezoidal threaded rods (4), whose
rotational movement induces the displacement of guide nuts and consequently propels the
EMS 20-5kN sensor (6) along the Z-axis. This motion facilitates the detachment of the test
model perpendicular to the pressure plate [18]. All specified components are situated on
the device frame of the apparatus (5).
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The entire process is methodically recorded in time and visualized through EMS
Center v1.0 software, which subsequently generates data from individual measurements
showcased in Tables 3 and 4.
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Table 3. Comparison of maximum shear forces between surfaces with PI and borosilicate coatings.

Max. Tear-Off Force from the Build Plate [N]

Tempered Glass with PI Layer Borosilicate Glass Plate

Trial No. 1 51.24 51.69

Trial No. 2 54.06 63.69

Trial No. 3 57.89 55.52

Trial No. 4 63.31 44.76

Trial No. 5 63.13 42.33

Trial No. 6 51.12 67.55

Trial No. 7 54.31 41.27

Trial No. 8 60.07 52.03

Trial No. 9 51.41 62.77

Trial No. 10 67.19 75.25

Trial No. 11 64.85 63.12

Trial No. 12 56.86 35.83

Mean deviation 57.95 54.65

Standard deviation 5.70 12.10

Table 4. Comparison of maximum shear forces between uncoated aluminum bed and bed with
PEI coating.

Max. Tear-Off Force from the Build Plate [N]

Pure Aluminium Sheet Spring Steel with PEI Coating

Trial No. 1 30.97 47.30

Trial No. 2 34.51 46.98

Trial No. 3 32.52 41.36

Trial No. 4 28.32 43.69

Trial No. 5 27.67 51.72

Trial No. 6 29.13 55.79

Trial No. 7 31.15 61.07

Trial No. 8 29.45 66.56

Trial No. 9 48.09 62.61

Trial No. 10 34.51 56.15

Trial No. 11 37.09 49.70

Trial No. 12 33.63 58.88

Mean deviation 33.09 53.48

Standard deviation 5.52 7.95

This section delves into the empirical outcomes derived from conducted adhesion
test measurements, encompassing an extensive array of tables and graphs. These analy-
ses are instrumental in elucidating the adhesion properties of 3D-printed objects on a
spectrum of materials, namely pure aluminum plate, spring steel coated with Polyether-
imide (PEI), a magnetic plate coated with Polyimide (PI), and borosilicate tempered glass.
Through systematic experimentation and data collection, this chapter offers profound
insights into the complex interplay between material composition, surface texture, and
3D printing adherence [19].
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To better interpret the results of measurements of the maximum force upon detachment
of the model from the print bed, the measured values were supplemented with the average
and standard deviation values in the measurement context.

x =
∑n

i−1 xi

n
(1)

where:

x—is the mean (average).
n—is the number of values in the dataset.
xi—represents each individual value in the dataset.

σ =

√
∑n

i−1(xi − x)2

n
(2)

where:

σ—is the standard deviation.
n—is the number of values in the dataset.
xi—represents each individual value in the dataset.
x—is the mean of the values.

As depicted in Table 3, the initial comparison involved tempered borosilicate glass and
tempered glass with a PI layer as the first set of print beds analyzed. Each measurement,
as evident, underwent twelve repetitions, focusing on determining the maximum force
required to detach the PETG model from the print bed. Notably, each print bed surface
required distinct print settings for the initial layer and subsequent layers. This process
presented challenges, particularly with certain materials, resulting in a considerable number
of defective models.

As evident from twelve separate measurements comparing the borosilicate layer
with the PI layer, their parameters exhibit a high degree of similarity. The measurements
show no significantly disparate values that would substantially distort the outcome. The
chart visible in Figure 5 highlights the similar adhesive properties of these two surfaces
concerning the PETG material.
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Figure 5. Comparison of maximum forces when detaching the bed with PI and borosilicate coatings.

The second series of measurements proceeded under the same conditions as in the
first instance. The sole alteration was, of course, the change in the used print beds, assum-
ing an alteration in adhesive properties. Given the highly similar results observed in the
initial case, an extreme change in one of the print beds was chosen for device function-
ality verification. As depicted in Table 4, the comparison involves an evaluation of the
adhesive properties between the currently most widely used print bed surface, PEI, and a
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substantially decreased aluminum plate. The latter was selected due to the anticipation of
a pronounced difference in the measured outcomes.

The significance of the monitored data is demonstrated through the outcomes visual-
ized in Figure 6. The primary objective was to showcase the applicability and effectiveness
of the device in evaluating a print bed characterized by notably adverse adhesive proper-
ties for the PETG material. This endeavor aimed to provide a clear depiction of how the
prototype device functioned when assessing challenging print surfaces.
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Figure 6. Comparison of maximum forces when detaching the bed with and without a PEI coating.

The chart in Figure 6 serves as a compelling visual representation, delineating a
tangible contrast between the adhesive behavior of the PEI surface and the clean aluminum
plate. This stark difference between these two distinct surfaces accentuates the device’s
capability to discern and measure the dissimilar adhesion attributes across varying print
bed materials.

By employing the prototype device for such evaluations, the outcomes unequivocally
delineate the divergence in adhesion performance between these surfaces. The evident
disparity validates the effectiveness of the measurements conducted using the prototype
device, underscoring its potential to discern minute differences in adhesive properties
even in situations where the print surface exhibits particularly challenging or adverse
adhesion characteristics for PETG material. This successful demonstration underscores
the pivotal role of the prototype device in comprehensively evaluating adhesion dynamics
across a spectrum of print bed materials, from which, in this case, the maximum force upon
detachment of the model from the print bed is depicted. This insight provides valuable
information for optimizing 3D printing processes and considering material compatibility.

It is important to emphasize that the measurements excluded what could be termed as
significant errors resulting from incorrect settings of the initial printing layer. If there were
visible signs of warping, insufficient adhesion to the print bed, or within the layers either
during or after printing the models, the measurement would have been deemed irrelevant.
The optimization process focused on determining the ideal extrusion temperature, printing
speed, and correlating the software-declared and actually extruded volume of material,
nearly eliminating these shortcomings.

These findings underscore the significance of these measurements in understanding
the dynamics of adhesion in 3D printing technology. The visual representations, compre-
hensive analyses, and systematic comparisons presented in this chapter shed light on the
intricate relationships between materials, surface textures, and printing adherence. As
can be seen in Figure 7, the expected correlation between PI and PEI coatings in adhesion
further confirms the accuracy of the measurements conducted by the prototype for ad-
hesion tests. These insights hold substantial promise for refining printing processes and
advancing material compatibility in the realm of 3D printing. It is imperative to emphasize
that the measurements excluded gross errors resulting from incorrect initial printing layer
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settings or visible signs of warping, insufficient adhesion, or defects within the printed
models. These exclusions ensure the reliability and relevance of the obtained data, offering
a foundational understanding of adhesion in this evolving technological landscape.
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5. Discussion

Given that it is a prototype device for measuring adhesion to print beds and the values
of standard deviations of the measurements, it is evident that its operation is not flawless.
Therefore, the concluding discussion revolves around evaluating the prototype’s function-
ality, advantages, disadvantages, and potential enhancements aimed at improving the
efficiency, precision, and user-friendliness of the proposed device. Based on the presented
results, it is clear that the device performed adequately in all 48 measurements conducted.
The complete force-displacement curves were recorded, focusing on the maximum force
at detachment. In terms of the subjective opinion of the authoring team regarding the
prototype device’s use, several specific advantages can be highlighted:

• The requirements for compactness, i.e., the small dimensions of the measuring device,
were met. The prototype’s placement was tested on various types of FFF devices,
including Creality CR-max, Neo V2, Ender v1 and Pro, Prusa MK2S, and MK3S+,
among many others.

• The device’s positioning and the sensor’s location at the center of gravity ensure
detachment of the model perpendicular to the print bed, ensuring a relevant and re-
peatable result. The construction of the device is designed in a way that its attachment
to the model other than at its center of gravity is not possible.

• The frame of the device is stable and significantly overdesigned despite its dimensions.
This ensures its sufficient stability and prevents any negative influences from affecting
the test results.

• As previously mentioned, the device is designed to be as intuitive as possible in its
placement and utilization. Its design prohibits its use in any alternative manner.

This discussion serves as a critical evaluation of the prototype’s performance, high-
lighting its strengths and areas for potential improvement to further refine its functionality
and usability in adhesion testing to print beds.

During the prototype usage, several drawbacks related to its structural design emerged.
The measurement process used for verification proceeded smoothly. However, the only
observable drawback was the optimization of the printing process for PETG material
models. PETG models tended to detach relatively frequently from various types of print
beds, necessitating constant adjustments to the FFF device’s process parameters. An
illustrative example of a detached printed model can be seen in Figure 8. Among other
drawbacks of the prototype, the following can be highlighted:
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• Inadequate stepper motor performance or improper gearing under extreme surface
adhesion. When treating the print bed with adhesive agents like acetone and ABS
solutions or silicone-based preparations, which significantly enhance adhesive proper-
ties, instances occurred where the adhesion became so extreme that the stepper motor
lacked sufficient power to separate the model from the bed without damaging it.

• Substitution of materials in certain key components. As it is a prototype, some of
its components were manufactured using FFF technology with ABS material. Minor
flaws arising from the plastic construction can be rectified by replacing them with
metal alternatives.

• Modification of the device’s transformation mechanisms. Swapping the trapezoidal
lead screws and nuts for larger diameter alternatives would enhance the device’s oper-
ation, improving its stability and reducing the risk of slippage in cases of insufficient
stepper motor power.
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In conclusion, despite the functional operation of the prototype in conducting mea-
surements for verification purposes, several shortcomings related to its structural design
surfaced during its practical usage. The measurement procedures proceeded smoothly,
yet the challenges in optimizing the printing process for PETG material models remained
apparent due to frequent detachment issues. These challenges necessitated continual
adjustments to the FFF device’s process parameters to ensure consistent results.

Among the identified drawbacks of the prototype, issues such as insufficient stepper
motor performance under extreme adhesion, material substitutions in critical components,
and the need for modification in transformation mechanisms were observed. Addressing
these shortcomings through potential enhancements in motor power, material selection, and
mechanical modifications can significantly improve the device’s overall efficacy, stability,
and reliability.

The acknowledgment and rectification of these limitations stand as crucial steps
toward refining the prototype, ensuring its suitability for reliable and consistent adhesion
testing to diverse print bed substrates. These enhancements are pivotal for establishing a
more robust and efficient adhesion testing device, thereby contributing to the advancement
of research in material adherence in additive manufacturing technologies.

The suggested prototype device designed for assessing adhesion to print beds offers
potential advantages in the realm of FFF manufacturing. Its utility extends to establishing a
comprehensive database that could significantly streamline the deployment of diverse mate-
rial types, leading to a marked reduction in failure rates and an overarching enhancement of
FFF manufacturing practices. The substantial reduction in failure rates not only optimizes
manufacturing time and material usage but also contributes to a more environmentally
sustainable FFF manufacturing process, particularly when employing non-biodegradable
materials subjected to intricate recycling procedures.

A notable attribute of this compact, portable, adaptable, and robust device lies in its
applicability across various FFF constructions and technologies. Despite the proposed
design’s relative cost-effectiveness, a substantial portion of the manufacturing cost pertains
to acquiring the force sensor and data acquisition system. However, the device’s flexibility
allows for the integration of equivalent force sensors and data acquisition systems, while
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preserving their requisite characteristics. The device facilitates comprehensive monitoring
throughout the adhesion measurement process. The obtained measurement results can be
instrumental in refining printing processes and advancing material compatibility, especially
given the extensive array of adjustable FFF production process parameters corresponding
to a specific filament material, printing material, and chosen FFF technology.

6. Conclusions

The exploration of adhesion properties in FFF technology remains an ongoing chal-
lenge that demands thorough scrutiny and continual investigation. This is driven by the
need for improved material compatibility, the reinforcement of print bed mechanics, and the
adoption of more cohesive materials. This article outlines a strategic approach to address
these complexities, catering to a broad spectrum of users from enthusiasts to industrial
stakeholders. The foundation of this research revolves around the design and iterative vali-
dation of a sophisticated device crafted specifically for testing material adhesion to various
print bed types or their coating materials. This initiative is marked by the identification
of key problematic areas, necessitating the development of a versatile device adaptable to
diverse FFF device constructions. The compactness and robustness of the measurement
apparatus are crucial considerations, enabling its usability across materials with superior
adhesive properties.

Furthermore, attention to testing execution is emphasized, necessitating CNC control
due to the test’s location and inherent nature. The selection of suitable printing materials
and bed typologies for verifying device functionality remains a critical facet of this pursuit.
The comprehensively detailed materials and methods section elucidates the careful selection
of components and testing specifications integral to evaluating adhesion properties in 3D-
printed models across diverse substrate materials. Notably, the focus on PETG as the testing
material illuminates its significance and relevance within FFF technology, offering insights
into its adhesion behavior compared to other materials such as PLA.

The results section showcases extensive empirical data derived from adhesion tests
conducted on various surface coatings and materials. These analyses provide crucial
insights into the detachments’ force dynamics, shedding light on the interplay between
different coating materials and their adhesive behaviors. The presented tables and graphs
offer a comprehensive visual depiction of these relationships, laying the groundwork for
a nuanced understanding of adhesion between printed models and the print bed in 3D
printing technology. It is important to emphasize that these measurements were conducted
in a way that excluded significant errors stemming from incorrect initial layer settings or
visible signs of wrapping or inadequate adhesion to the print bed.

In summary, this exhaustive exploration underscores the criticality of addressing adhe-
sion challenges in FFF technology. The findings pave the way for a deeper comprehension
of material adhesion, offering significant implications for optimizing printing processes
and fostering material compatibility across diverse print bed typologies.
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